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From gun oil to complete gun care supplier 
Ballistol extends gun care range with additional components 

 

The gun care professionals from Lower Bavaria extend their already very extensive 

portfolio with cleaning rods as well as cleaning felts, patches and adapters. With 

this step BALLISTOL completes the in-house assortment and consistently relies on 

modern, holistic solutions in terms of weapon care. The cleaning rods offered in 

different strengths are made of high-quality, unbreakable carbon. Together with the 

innovative BALLISTOL interchangeable handle system and matching adapters, the 

user receives a modern cleaning rod that meets all requirements. Carbon, which is 

also used in aerospace engineering and motorsport, combines maximum stability 

with enormous flexibility and extremely low weight. It is resistant to all detergents 

and oils used for gun care. At the same time carbon cleaning rods can not damage 

the running wall. On top BALLISTOL offers a lifetime warranty on expert use on all 

carbon rods. 

The ergonomic formed interchangeable grip has an M5 internal thread, is made 

100% in Germany and lies perfectly in the hand. One handle for all calibres, whether 

long or short weapon, rifle or shotgun. The handle is equipped with a radial ball 

bearing and an axial friction bearing. This double bearing allows all felts, patches 

and ropes available from BALLISTOL to optimally follow lands and grooves of guns 

and clean them gently. 

Ballistol felt cleaners fit perfectly into the respective running profile and are 

precisely adapted and optimized to caliber measure. The extensive range of felt 

cleaners covers all caliber sizes and includes two types: Classic and Special. 

The Felt Cleaner Classic are made of 100% sheep wool, contain neither fillers nor 

additives and are a perfect alternative to ropes or cotton patches dar. The felts are 

made without chemical substances and are a pure natural product. The felt cleaner 

special is based on the classic, but is additionally interspersed with brass fibers. 

Brass provides optimum stability and increases cleaning performance against soot, 
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tombac and other combustion residues. An ideal alternative to cleaning brushes, 

especially when using the innovative Ballistol felt adapter. This can take up instead 

of the usual two, up to three felts and thereby increases the cleaning performance 

accordingly. 

Ballistol felt cleaners are dimensionally stable, yet elastic and extremely gentle on 

the run. They are very absorbent and are ideal as a carrier medium for barrel 

cleaning. Weapon oils (e.g., Ballistol Universalöl, GunCer or Gunex) or barrel cleaners 

(e.g., Ballistol Robla Solo MIL) are optimally absorbed by felts and released. Through 

a special processing method, the felt can absorb both coarse and very fine dirt 

particles, hold on and transport safely out of the barrel. 
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BALLISTOL has been manufacturing the tried-and-tested universal oil for 115 years and is a 

successful company with a pioneering spirit and a high degree of innovation, which exports to 

more than 60 countries worldwide. The continuously expanded portfolio over the years consists 

exclusively of self-developed and self-produced products. In addition to the three great classics 

Ballistol Universal Oil, Ballistol Animal and Neo-Ballistol home remedy, the range has grown to a 

technology series, weapon care series, bicycle care series and many more. Today the product 

range of BALLISTOL embraces more than 80 products. Furthermore, in recent years, regular 

investments have been made in the continuous optimization of process flows as well as in the 

areas of further development and innovation. 
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BALLISTOL  The brand for people, animals and all things mechanical. 


